GPU-Based Fluid Motion Estimation Using Energy Constraint
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Although motion estimation (ME) approaches for fluid flows have been widely studied in computer vision domain, most existing ME algorithms cannot accurately deal with regions with both slight and drastic brightness changes. To address this issue, this paper introduces a novel data structure called brightness distribution matrix (BDM) which can be used to accurately model regional brightness. Based on our proposed consistency constraints and energy function, we can obtain motion vectors from image sequences with high accuracy. Since the BDM-based ME approach requires a large number of computations when dealing with complex fluid scenarios, to reduce the overall ME time, a parallelized version of our approach is developed based on graphics processing unit (GPU). Experimental results show that our GPU-based approach not only can be used to improve the ME quality for complex fluid images, but also can reduce the overall ME processing time (up to 7.06 times improvement).
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1. Introduction

Motion estimation (ME) of fluid flows has been widely studied in many areas. For example, in the field of pattern recognition, the motion fields derived by ME techniques can be used to support facial expression recognition.1,2 As a promising means, ME methods play an important role in the domain of environmental science. They not only can be employed to track ice floes,3 but also can be utilized for the purpose of weather prediction and ocean circulation analysis.4,5 Moreover, ME techniques have
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been considered as the key components in the domain of fluid mechanics,\textsuperscript{6} medical images processing,\textsuperscript{7} and image recovery.\textsuperscript{8}

When applying ME, the motion fields are captured by cameras, and the images of the perspective projection onto the image plane are saved for the analysis. However, in this way, the images generally are not properly represented, since they only provide the brightness information of fluid flows. It is common that brightness changes irregularly in image series, which can easily result in inaccurate ME results. Therefore, how to compute motion fields and how to recognize the image patterns have become major challenges in ME. Although in the past decade there are dozens of approaches proposed to address the above issues, most of them focus on the accuracy of motion fields rather than time-efficiency. Consequently, to achieve expected ME accuracy, existing approaches require a huge number of computation efforts to process complex images, which strongly limits the ME application in practice.

As a promising approach, graphics processing unit (GPU) is good at dealing with problems which can be expressed as data-level parallel computations. Therefore, it is becoming the mainstream computation platform to manipulate computer graphics and image processing.\textsuperscript{20} Figure 1 illustrates the difference between CPU and GPU architectures. Unlike traditional multicore CPUs which are based on the multiple instruction, multiple data (MIMD) design, the single instruction, multiple data (SIMD)-based GPU has a highly parallel structure which enables more efficient computation than general-purpose CPUs when handling large blocks of data in parallel. To facilitate the GPU programming, compute unified device architecture (CUDA) provides a parallel computing platform and application programming interface (API) model, which can utilize GPU resources efficiently. CUDA offers a unified hardware and software solution for parallel computing on CUDA-enabled GPUs supporting the standard C programming language together with computing numerical libraries. To accelerate ME processing, our approach adopts the CUDA-based GPU as the parallel computing platform.

To enable accurate modeling and efficient calculation of motion fields for image sequences with the presence of both slight and drastic brightness changes, this paper
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proposes a novel three-stage ME approach based on GPU. It makes three major contributions as follows:

(i) We propose a novel data structure named brightness distribution matrix (BDM), which can be used to accurately model the brightness of regions. During the initialization of motion fields, BDM can be used to effectively calculate neighboring pixels based on our defined BDM consistency constraint.

(ii) We introduce an efficient energy function which can be used to correct and optimize inaccurate motion vectors identified during the denoise of initial motion fields. By using this function, we can obtain motion vectors in a more accurate way.

(iii) We parallelize our proposed ME algorithm based on GPU, which can reduce the overall ME time.

Compared with existing ME approaches, our approach not only can enable the more accurate estimation of steady fluid flows with slight motion, but also can be used to estimate regions with abrupt brightness changes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing the related work in Sec. 2, Sec. 3 presents the major steps of our sequential ME algorithm including initialization, denoising, and optimization. To accelerate the processing time, Sec. 4 introduces the GPU version of our proposed ME approach in details. Based on the experimental results on a well-known benchmark, Sec. 5 shows the efficacy of our approach from the perspectives of accuracy and performance. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Since motion estimation plays an important role in multimedia applications, various ME algorithms have been intensively investigated. For example, Horn and Schunck introduced the first method for ME of objects among image sequences. Based on the brightness consistency-based constraints, their approach is widely used in the image sequences of solid. In Ref. 10, Lucas and Kanade presented an ME approach based on the pyramid model. The proposed approach not only can reduce the limitation of location window, but also can improve the accuracy of estimation. Although this approach is effective in dealing with drastic brightness changes, the accuracy of this method decreases significantly when there are only slight brightness changes.

To efficiently conduct ME of fluids with slight brightness changes, various continuity equation-based algorithms have been proposed. For example, Tistarelli and Uras et al. proposed the gradient consistency, which can be used as the constraints in optical flow models. Their approach can enhance the ME robustness when processing little brightness variations. In Ref. 13, Corpetti et al. applied continuity equations to an optical flow model. Their approach can improve the ME accuracy when estimating fluids with slight brightness changes. In Ref. 14, Zhou et al. used the affine motion model to estimate the velocity of cloud motion. By using their
approach, the accuracy of estimating satellite images with slightest changes is largely increased. In Ref. 15, Nakajima et al.\textsuperscript{15} adopted both the Navier–Stokes equation and a specific continuity equation as velocity constraints. The experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of their approach when the flow is stable. However, all the above methods are based on continuity equation constraints, which cannot accurately handle regions with drastic brightness changes.

To further improve the accuracy of flow estimation, various approaches have been studied based on the work of Ref. 9. For example, Sun et al.\textsuperscript{23} presented a novel ME method which introduces a nonlocal term that robustly integrates flow estimates over large spatial neighborhoods. Their approach can largely improve the accuracy of ME. In Ref. 24, Nilanjan proposed an effective flow computation framework to estimate the flow velocity vectors. A new data fidelity term is introduced to enable more accurate motion estimation. Although these approaches are promising in obtaining accurate ME results, there still exist unsatisfying ME results for some complex fluid scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first attempt based on GPU that tries to improve the ME accuracy and performance of fluid flows involving both drastic and slight brightness changes.

3. Sequential Motion Estimation Based on BDM

This section presents the sequential version of our ME approach in detail. In order to obtain motion fields for image sequences, we develop an ME approach which consists of three stages: (i) Based on BDM, the initialization stage calculates neighboring pixels based on our defined BDM consistency constraint. In this way, we can obtain primitive motion fields from images. (ii) The second stage (i.e., denoise stage) scans the previous obtained motion field to identify potential inaccurate vectors. (iii) Based on our proposed energy function, the third stage (optimization stage) corrects and optimizes the inaccurate motion vectors identified during the denoise stage. The following subsections will give the details of our three-stage ME method.

3.1. Initialization of motion fields

The motion vector of a pixel is calculated using the coordinate displacement between the pixel in the current frame and the corresponding pixel in the reference image. Since adjacent frames are almost the same and coordinate changes are mainly caused by the movements of objects or cameras, the brightness of one pixel should be similar to the regional brightness of its surrounding pixels. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is widely adopted for flow visualization and analysis. In PIV, the brightness of a local region is described as

\[
R(x, y, t) = \begin{pmatrix}
I(x - w, y - w, t) & \cdots & I(x + w, y - w, t) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
I(x - w, y + w, t) & \cdots & I(x + w, y + w, t)
\end{pmatrix},
\]  

(1)
where \( w \) denotes the size of the sampling window and \( I(x, y, t) \) denotes the brightness of pixel \( p(x, y) \) at time \( t \).

Generally, ME approaches assume that the regional brightness has a constant value. Nonetheless, slight brightness changes exist very frequently in real images. If we use formula (1) to present the regional brightness, the slight brightness may easily lead to the generation of incorrect motion vectors. In our approach, we calculate one BDM for each pixel in each frames. Assuming that the current pixel at time \( t \) is at location \( p(x, y) \), we define the BDM of this pixel using a one-dimensional vector in the form of

\[
\text{BDM}(x, y, t) = (S^0(x, y, t), \ldots, S^{25}(x, y, t)),
\]

(2)

where

\[
S^L(x, y, t) = \begin{pmatrix}
D^L_{r_0} & \cdots & D^L_{r_3} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
D^L_{r_{12}} & \cdots & D^L_{r_{15}}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

denotes the data structure that keeps the distance and brightness information of specific pixels. Here, \( L \) denotes the brightness level of pixels ranging from 0 to 25. Our approach maps the traditional 256 brightness levels (i.e., 0–255) into 26 levels (i.e., 0–25) by dividing them by 10. In this way, we can significantly reduce the chance of BDM consistency violations as defined in Eq. (7). This is because the larger granularity of brightness sampling will lead to smaller brightness changes between adjacent captured images.

To calculate the value of \( D^L_{r_i} \) used in \( S^L(x, y, t) \), we define \( r_i \) \( (i = 0, \ldots, 15) \) which denotes one subblock of the pixel’s surrounding area using a \( 4 \times 4 \) matrix in the form of

\[
r_i = \begin{cases}
(p(x + 4m - 8, y + 4m - 8) & \cdots & p(x + 4m - 5, y + 4m - 8) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
p(x + 4m - 7, y + 4m - 8) & \cdots & p(x + 4m - 7, y + 4m - 5) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
p(x + 4m - 7, y + 4m - 7) & \cdots & p(x + 4m - 5, y + 4m - 4) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
p(x + 4m - 7, y + 4m - 4) & \cdots & p(x + 4m - 5, y + 4m - 4)
\end{cases}
\]

(3)
where \( m = i/4 \) and \( n = i/4 \). For the pixel \( p(x, y) \) at time \( t \), we define a \( 17 \times 17 \) searching matrix (SM) to denote the pixel’s surrounding area, which is in the form of

\[
\text{SM}(x, y, t) = \begin{pmatrix}
    r_0 & r_1 & \cdots & r_2 & r_3 \\
    r_4 & r_5 & \cdots & r_6 & r_7 \\
    \cdots & \cdots & p(x, y) & \cdots & \cdots \\
    r_8 & r_9 & \cdots & r_{10} & r_{11} \\
    r_{12} & r_{13} & \cdots & r_{14} & r_{15}
\end{pmatrix}.
\]  

(4)

Note that when processing SMs, we only consider the pixels located in \( r_i \times (0 \leq i \leq 15) \). All the other pixels in the same row or same column as \( p(x, y) \) are neglected. We introduce the function \( \text{check}(x_i, y_i, L) \) to check whether the brightness level of pixel \( p(x_i, y_i) \) is \( L \). The format of the function is as follows:

\[
\text{check}(x_i, y_i, L) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{the brightness level of } p(x_i, y_i) \text{ is equal to } L, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

(5)

Based on Eqs. (4) and (5), we can calculate the value of \( D^L_{r_i} \) in \( S^L(x, y, t) \):

\[
D^L_{r_i} = \sum_{(x_i, y_i) \in r_i} \text{Dis}(P(x_i, y_i), P(x, y)) \cdot \text{check}(x_i, y_i, L),
\]

(6)

where \( P(x, y) \) denotes the coordinate of the pixel \( p(x, y) \) in the plane and the function \( \text{Dis}(P(x_i, y_i), P(x, y)) \) calculates the Euclidean distance between the pixels \( p(x_i, y_i) \) and \( p(x, y) \).

Since fluid motion in a region is continuous and the time interval between two images is very small, the BDM of the pixel \( p(x, y) \) at time \( t \) and its peer pixel \( p'(x', y') \) at time \( t + 1 \) in the reference image can be assumed to be equal. Based on this observation, our approach adopts the consistency constraint to obtain motion vectors by finding the corresponding pixel in the reference image with the same BDM as the point in the original image. The constraint is in the following form:

\[
\text{BDM}(x, y, t) = \text{BDM}(x', y', t + 1) = \text{BDM}(x + u, y + v, t + 1),
\]

(7)

where \( \text{BDM}(x, y, t) \) denotes the BDM of pixel \( p(x, y) \) at time \( t \), \( \text{BDM}(x + u, y + v, t + 1) \) denotes the BDM of pixel \( p'(x', y') \) at time \( t + 1 \), and \( u \) and \( v \) denote the horizontal and vertical displacements of the same pixel in two different images, respectively. Note that pixel \( p'(x', y') \) denotes the peer pixel in the reference image.

Since the consistency constraint can be easily violated in real images, a distance function can be used to approximate the effects of consistency constraint. The
distance function is in the following format:

\[
D(x, y, u, v, t) = \sum_{L=0}^{25} \sum_{i=0}^{15} (S_{L,i}^{L_i}(x, y, t) - S_{L,i}^{L_i}(x + u, y + v, t + 1)),
\]

where \(S_{L,i}^{L_i}(x, y, t) = D_{r_i}, -8 \leq u \leq 7 \) and \(-8 \leq v \leq 7\). For all pixels \((x, y)\) at time \(t\), we use the above equation individually to calculate their distance. By identifying the pixel \(p'(x', y')\) at time \(t + 1\) with minimal distance defined in Eq. (8), we can obtain the motion vector \((u, v) = (x' - x, y' - y)\) based on Eq. (7).

### 3.2. Denoising motion fields

Due to the movement of cameras and light sources, the brightness changes of fluid flows are very common, which can inevitably result in inaccurate ME results. In the denoise stage, our approach tries to filter out inaccurate motion vectors from the motion field obtained in the first stage. Note that pixels should have similar motion directions within a small region of fluid flows. Therefore, we assume that the motion vector of a pixel is inaccurate if it is quite different from the motion vectors of other pixels in the same region. To improve the overall accuracy of motion fields, such kind of motion vectors should be identified for further improvements.

Algorithm 1 presents the detail of our approach for identifying whether the motion vector of \(p(x, y)\) is a noise in a given motion field. This algorithm has three inputs: \(x\) and \(y\) denoting the \(x\)-component and \(y\)-component of pixel \(p(x, y)\) to be processed and \(mf\) indicating the motion field of a specific image. Our approach assumes that the motion vector of a pixel has the same direction as the motion vectors of its neighboring pixels. For each target pixel \(p(x, y)\), we designate a denoising window whose height and width are both 60 as indicated by the loop variables \(i\) and \(j\) in Algorithm 1, respectively. Note that both the inner and outer iterations have a step length of 10, and \(mf(x, y)\).flag has an initial value of false indicating the motion vector of \(p(x, y)\) is not denoised. In this algorithm, step 1 initializes the variable \(D_i\) \((i = 0, 1, 2, 3)\), which denotes the number of motion vectors located in the \(i\)th quadrant. We use the integers (i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3) to indicate the four different quadrants. Steps 2–5 count the numbers of motion vectors located in different quadrants. Step 6 figures out the quadrant that has the most motion vectors. We use the function \(Quad(mv)\) to obtain the quadrant index (i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3) of the motion vector \(mv\). Assuming that the \(k\)th quadrant has the most motion vectors, step 7 checks whether \(Quad(mf(x, y))\) equals to \(k\), where \(mf(x, y)\) indicates the motion vector of pixel \(p(x, y)\). If they are not equal, we will set the flag of \(mf(x, y)\) to true. The true flag indicates that the achieved motion vector \(mf(x, y)\) is not accurate and it needs to be corrected and optimized in the optimization stage as described in Sec. 3.3.
3.3. Optimization with energy function

In order to get more accurate ME results while keeping motion consistency and movement continuity, proper ME optimization methods should be adopted. For example, the active contour model has been adopted in many ME variants. Conforming to active contour models, energy functions have been widely used in optical flows. Most of existing energy functions are in the following form:

\[
E(u, v) = E_{\text{data}}(u, v) + \alpha E_{\text{regularization}}(u, v),
\]

where \(E_{\text{data}}(u, v)\) is derived from a given continuity equation and \(E_{\text{regularization}}\) is generated from a specific smoothness consistency constraint. The parameter \(\alpha\) balances the influences between two force terms in the function. Although the energy functions in this form are promising for ME, they cannot estimate regions with drastic brightness changes accurately in most cases. Since the pixels in the same region have similar motion vectors, under the guidance of neighboring motion vectors, the inaccurate motion vectors can be further improved. For the pixel \(p(x, y)\) at

Algorithm 1. Denoise Motion Fields

Input: (i) \(x\), which is the \(x\)-component of pixel \(p(x, y)\) to be denoised.
(ii) \(y\), which is the \(y\)-component of pixel \(p(x, y)\) to be denoised.
(iii) \(mf\), which is the motion field of a specific image.

Output: A denoised motion vector for \(p(x, y)\)

1. \(MD_0 = MD_1 = MD_2 = MD_3 = 0\);
   for \(i\) from \(-60\) to \(60\) step \(10\) do
      for \(j\) from \(-60\) to \(60\) step \(10\) do
         if \(mf(x + i, y + j).u < 0 \& \& mf(x + i, y + j).v > 0\) then
            \(MD_0 += 1\);
         end
         if \(mf(x + i, y + j).u > 0 \& \& mf(x + i, y + j).v > 0\) then
            \(MD_1 += 1\);
         end
         if \(mf(x + i, y + j).u > 0 \& \& mf(x + i, y + j).v < 0\) then
            \(MD_2 += 1\);
         end
         if \(mf(x + i, y + j).u < 0 \& \& mf(x + i, y + j).v < 0\) then
            \(MD_3 += 1\);
         end
      end
   end
6. find \(MD_k\) \((0 \leq k \leq 3)\) so that \(MD_k \geq MD_i\) \((i = 0, 1, 2, 3)\);
   if Quad\((mf(x,y)) \neq k\) then
      \(mf(x, y).flag = true\);
   end
end
time \( t \), we impose a novel term called smoothness constraint:

\[
E_{\text{smooth}}(x, y, u, v, t) = \sum_{i=x-n}^{x+n} \sum_{j=y-n}^{y+n} (u - u_{ij})^2 + (v - v_{ij})^2,
\]

where \( u_{ij} \) and \( v_{ij} \) denote the \( x \)-component and \( y \)-component of the motion vector for pixel \( p(x + i, y + j) \) at time \( t \), respectively. In this equation, \( n \) denotes the searching window size.

Since a pixel in the reference image has similar brightness level as the original pixel, we impose image constraints based on Eq. (8), which is in the form of

\[
E_{\text{image}}(x, y, u, v, t) = D(x, y, u, v, t).
\]

By combining all the above constraints, we can obtain our energy function in the form of

\[
E(x, y, u, v, t) = E_{\text{image}}(x, y, u, v, t) + \alpha E_{\text{smooth}}(x, y, u, v, t).
\]

Note that motion vectors on the boundary of one subblock may have different directions compared with other within the same subblock. \( \alpha \) should be set to a relatively small value in order to follow the motion trend in the subblock.

4. Parallelized Motion Estimation Using CUDA

Among all the three stages of our sequential approach as described in Sec. 3, there exist lots of independent calculation tasks which can be fully parallelized. For example, the motion vector calculations of pixels are independent which are quite time-consuming. To accelerate our ME algorithm, we choose CUDA\textsuperscript{25} as our computing platform based on GPU. When applying GPU to accelerate our ME approach, we need to figure out how to efficiently allocate such subtasks to GPU cores to enable sufficient data-level parallelism. Since the initialization of motion fields and the optimization stage cost most of the calculation time, we only parallelized these two stages to achieve better ME performance. The following two subsections will give the GPU implementation details of these two stages.

4.1. Initialization of motion fields

In our sequential ME approach, we calculate the results of distance function between an original pixel and all the candidate pixels within the searching window of the reference image. The candidate pixel with the minimal result of distance function is reckoned as the desired pixel. Since each calculation process of each pixel is independent and the calculations share the same procedure, we can naturally parallelize this process using GPU.

Since motion estimation based on BDM involves huge number of independent distance function computations, we can resort to GPU platform to parallelize such computations in the initialization stage. We organize pixels of an image using
a two-dimensional matrix and assign each pixel in the image with a thread block. After the BDM calculation of pixels, a thread is allocated in the searching window of the second reference image for the purpose of distance function calculation. In this way, each thread conducts the calculations of distance function and the pixel with the minimal distance is reckoned as the counterpart. During the initialization stage, a CUDA kernel function is invoked to generate motion fields for each section. Limited by the searching method itself, the boundary motion vectors of each section cannot be decided until the optimization stage. Based on Eq. (8), we can calculate the BDM of every pixel.

Note that we do not parallelize the BDM calculation using GPU, since there are lots of branches in the BDM calculation. The BDM construction is used for distance-based motion vector calculation as defined in Eqs. (7) and (8). Algorithm 2 presents the details of our parallelized method for distance-based motion vector calculation. In this algorithm, there are three inputs: \(x\) and \(y\) denoting the \(x\)-component and \(y\)-component of pixel \(p(x, y)\) to be processed and \(mf\) denoting the motion field of a specific image. Assume that the counterpart pixel of \(p(x, y)\) in the reference image is located within the searching window. We can obtain the distance value for each pixel in the searching window and select the pixel with minimal value as the counterpart pixel. In this algorithm, step 1 launches the kernel function and loads the required

**Algorithm 2. Distance-Based Motion Vector Calculation Using GPU**

**Input:** (i) \(x\), which is the \(x\)-component of pixel \(p(x, y)\) to be initialized.
      (ii) \(y\), which is the \(y\)-component of pixel \(p(x, y)\) to be initialized.
      (iii) \(mf\), which is the motion field of a specific image.

**Output:** An initialized motion vector for \(p(x, y)\).

\[\text{Initial}(x, y, mf)\begin{align*}
\text{begin} & \quad \text{1. Launch a kernel for the first image;} \\
& \quad \text{2. assign a thread block for pixel } p(x, y); \\
& \quad \text{for } i \text{ from } -8 \text{ to } 7 \text{ do} \\
& \quad \quad \text{for } j \text{ from } -8 \text{ to } 7 \text{ do} \\
& \quad \quad \quad /* \text{Calculating distance using Eq. (8) */} \\
& \quad \quad \quad D_{i, j} = 0; \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{for } L \text{ from } 0 \text{ to } 25 \text{ do} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{for } k \text{ from } 0 \text{ to } 15 \text{ do} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{3. thread}(i + 8, j + 8) \text{ compute} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad D_{i, j} = D_{i, j} + S^{L,k}(x, y, t) - S^{L,k}(x + i, y + j, t + 1); \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{end} \\
& \quad \quad \text{end} \\
& \quad \text{4. } D_{m,n} = \text{MIN}\{D_{i,j} \mid -8 \leq i, j \leq 7\}; \\
& \quad \text{5. } mf(x, y).u = m; \\
& \quad \text{6. } mf(x, y).v = n; \\
& \quad \text{return } mf(x, y); \\
\text{end}
\]
BDMs for both the pixels $p(x, y)$ and $p'(x', y')$ into the GPU global memory. Step 2 assigns a thread block of 256 threads for computing $BDM(x, y)$. Note that the searching window of ME in the initialization is different from the SM introduced in Eq. (3). The size of searching window is a two-dimensional $16 \times 16$ neighborhood. Step 3 computes the distances between the pixel $p(x, y)$ and the pixels in the searching window of the reference image. Step 4 identifies the pixel in the reference image with minimal distance. Since the process of minimal value finding involves lots of control flow branches which can easily cause branch divergence, our approach uses CPU rather than GPU to find the pixel with minimal distance in the reference image. Steps 5 and 6 set the motion vector for $p(x, y)$. Finally, the algorithm returns an initialized motion vector for pixel $p(x, y)$.

Algorithm 3. Optimization for Denoised Motion Vector

**Input:**
(i) $x$, which is the $x$-component of pixel $p(x, y)$ to be optimized.
(ii) $y$, which is the $y$-component of pixel $p(x, y)$ to be optimized.
(iii) mf, which is the motion field of a specific image.

**Output:** An optimized motion vector for $p(x, y)$.

Optimize($x, y, \text{mf}$)
\begin{algorithmic}
  \State if \text{mf} is denoised then
  \For{$i$ from $-6$ to $6$}
    \For{$j$ from $-6$ to $6$}
      \State 1. compute the image\_energy;
      \For{$a$ from $-10$ to $10$ step 5}
        \For{$b$ from $-10$ to $10$ step 5}
          \State if \text{mf}($x + b, y + a$) is not denoised then
            \State /* Calculate smooth energy using Eq. (10) */
          \EndIf
          \State 2. smooth\_energy = smooth\_energy + smooth\_energy($x, y, i, j$);
        \EndFor
      \EndFor
      \State /* Calculate the total energy using Eq. (12) */
      \State 3. total\_energy = deviation + smooth\_energy;
      \If{total\_energy < min\_energy}
        \State 4. \text{mf}($x, y$).u = $i$;
        \State 5. \text{mf}($x, y$).v = $j$;
        \State 6. min\_energy = total\_energy;
      \EndIf
    \EndFor
  \EndFor
  \State return \text{mf}($x, y$);
\end{algorithmic}
4.2. Parallelized optimization based on energy constraint

In the optimization stage, we introduce an efficient energy function which can be used to correct and optimize inaccurate motion vectors identified during the denoise stage. By using this function, we can obtain motion vectors in a more accurate way. In an image, different sections may have different motion directions. Note that it is difficult to find the motion vectors on the boundary of sections since the BDMs of some pixels in different regions can affect the motion vector calculation on the boundary of current section. Unlike the section division in the initialization stage, in the optimization stage we divide the images in a different way, which can effectively improve the motion vector calculations on the boundary of divided regions.

Algorithm 3 presents the details of our parallelized optimization method. Here, we only optimize the pixels that have been denoised previously due to their potential vulnerability. Step 1 calculates the image energy between the pixel \( p(x, y) \) and those in the range of searching window using Eq. (11). Note that our approach adopts a searching window with a size of \( 13 \times 13 \) here. Step 2 uses the smoothness constraint defined in Eq. (10) to calculate the smooth energy. Step 3 calculates the sum of

Algorithm 4. Our GPU-Based Motion Estimation Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th align="left">Input: (i) img1, which is the original image.</th>
<th align="left">Output: The final motion field of img1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td align="left">(ii) img2, which is the reference image.</td>
<td align="left">ME(img1, img2, mf)begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">(iii) mf, which is the motion field of img1.</td>
<td align="left">/* CPU-based BDM initialization */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left"></td>
<td align="left">for each ( p(x, y) ) ( \in ) img1 and each ( p'(x', y') ) ( \in ) img2 do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left"></td>
<td align="left">1. Calculate BDM((x, y)) and BDM((x', y'));</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left"></td>
<td align="left">end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">/* GPU-based motion fields initialization */</td>
<td align="left">/* GPU-based motion fields initialization */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">for each ( p(x, y) ) ( \in ) img1 do</td>
<td align="left">/* The CPU-based denoise stage */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">2. ( \text{mf}(x, y) = \text{Initial}(x, y, \text{mf}); )</td>
<td align="left">for each ( p(x, y) ) ( \in ) img1 do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">end</td>
<td align="left">3. Denoise((x, y, \text{mf}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">/* The CPU-based optimization stage */</td>
<td align="left">/* The GPU-based optimization stage */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">for each ( p(x, y) ) ( \in ) img1 do</td>
<td align="left">for each ( p(x, y) ) ( \in ) img1 do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">if ( \text{mf}(x, y).\text{flag} == \text{true} ) then</td>
<td align="left">if ( \text{mf}(x, y).\text{flag} == \text{true} ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">4. ( \text{mf}(x, y) = \text{Optimize}(x, y, \text{mf}); )</td>
<td align="left">4. ( \text{mf}(x, y) = \text{Optimize}(x, y, \text{mf}); )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">end</td>
<td align="left">end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="left">return ( \text{mf} );</td>
<td align="left">return ( \text{mf} );</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
image_energy obtained in step 1 and smooth_energy in step 2, which equals to total_energy as defined in Eq. (12). If total_energy is less than the currently obtained min_energy, we will set the motion vector of \( p(x, y) \) using the current values of \( i \) and \( j \), and reset the min_energy. Finally, the algorithm reports an optimized motion vector for pixel \( p(x, y) \).

4.3. **GPU-based motion estimation algorithm**

Algorithm 4 shows the procedure for our GPU-based ME algorithm. Note that the BDMs for both original and reference images are defined as global data structures. Their elements can be accessed during the following ME stages. In this algorithm, step 1 calculates the BDMs of each pixel for both the original image (i.e., img1) and reference image (i.e., img2). Step 2 initializes the motion field using the distance-based approach as described in Algorithm 2. Step 3 identifies inaccurate motion vectors from the whole motion field. Step 4 optimizes the motion vectors that are identified during the denoise stage. Finally, the ME algorithm reports an optimized motion field for the given images.

5. **Experimental Results**

To evaluate the efficacy of our proposed approach, we conduct experiments on multiple series of real images. All the benchmarks are collected from a well-known dynamic texture library named DynTex, which is a large database of high-quality videos. We developed a CUDA-based ME tool which implements all the three proposed stages based on C++ programming language. Our experiment was carried out on a Windows machine with 3.30 GHz Intel i5 CPU and NVIDIA GTX 645 GPU (with 576 CUDA cores). To show that our approach outperforms existing methods in terms of ME quality, Sec. 5.1 makes comparisons with two state-of-the-art methods. Section 5.2 discusses the performance issues in order to demonstrate the performance of our GPU-based ME approach.

5.1. **Accuracy analysis**

To show the efficacy of our ME approach, we conducted our ME algorithm on four typical scenarios, namely motions of ocean wave (i.e., video “649dd10”), river stream (i.e., video “649i720”), waving flags (i.e., video “646a210”), and pumping fountain (i.e., “6484d10”). The video “649dd10” presents a scenario of ocean wave movement. This case involves a large number of drastic brightness changes due to the quick movement of sea water. The video “649i720” shows the movement of river stream which consists of slight brightness change. The video “646a210” presents the movement of waving flag which is irregular due to strong winds. The video “6484d10” shows a scenario of pumping fountain. This case consists of lots of irregular fluid movements. The reason why we chose these four cases is because the
sequences involve various irregular fluid movements and brightness changes, which can reflect the efficacy of our approach within most fluid motion cases. In Fig. 2, the images on the left side are original images and the images on the right side are the ones obtained using our GPU-based approach. Since the difference between the original image and reference image is small, we do not present the reference image in Fig. 2. In the right images, red arrows denote the motion vectors obtained from the initialization stage, whereas green arrows indicate the motion vectors generated in the optimization stage. From Fig. 2, we can find that our GPU-based method can achieve ME results with higher accuracy than the other two approaches under different kinds of fluid scenarios. For example, the result of “649dd10” demonstrates that our GPU-based method is capable of estimating motion of regions with drastic brightness changes. The result of “649i720” shows the efficacy of our method when estimating regions with slight brightness changes.

To further show the advantages of our approach, we compared our approach with two other state-of-the-art ME approaches. Figure 3 shows the comparison results. We can observe that the ME approaches cannot accurately detect the varying brightness changes. From examples shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c), the ME results generated by Refs. 23 and 24 indicate that large parts of the images are motionless, which do not reflect the real fluid motions. However, our approach can accurately capture such complex scenarios. It is less likely to be affected by large displacements and drastic brightness variations. In Fig. 3(d), there is a rock at the left-bottom corner of the image which causes irregular fluid motions in that area. Unlike the reference methods (Refs. 23 and 24), our approach can accurately express such irregular fluid motions.

5.2. Performance analysis

Although our approach is more accurate than existing approaches in dealing with images involving both drastic and slight brightness changes, it is based on BDM which requires much more computations. To improve the ME performance, we propose GPU-based implementation of our ME method. To fully utilize the potential of GPU to enable the data-level parallelism, our approach divides images into small sections. Therefore, the performance of our tool mainly depends on the image division strategy and the subtask parallelization strategy. This subsection investigates the performance of our approach under different strategies.

5.2.1. ME results using different division strategies

When images are not divided, the calculation workload of BDMs could be enormous. To enable parallel ME processing, our approach divides images into multiple sections before transferring them into device memory during the initialization stage. One key issue in our approach is the granularity of the divided sections. Since the size of the search window in our approach is $16 \times 16$, images should be divided into no more
Fig. 2. Experimental results using ME approach. (a) The 33rd frame in video “649dd10”, (b) The 0th frame in video “649720”, (c) The 0th frame in video “646a210” and (d) The 0th frame in video “6484d10”.
than 16 sections. This is because the size of each section is smaller than the search window if we divide images into more than 16 sections, which can lead to a large deviation of boundary motion vectors. During the optimization stage, images should be divided into more than four sections, which can facilitate the computations of energy function. Moreover, the number of sections should be in the form of a square
number. In other words, we only have two division choices for our approach, i.e., 9 and 16.

Table 1 presents the performance comparison results under different division strategies. Strategy D1 denotes the case of dividing images into nine sections, while the strategy D2 denotes the case of dividing images into 16 sections. The first four rows of the table show the execution time details using the strategy D1, and the last four rows present the execution time details using the strategy D2. For each strategy, we investigate both the execution time for each stage and the overall ME time. From this table, we can find that strategy D2 outperforms strategy D1, since ME using strategy D2 consumes less time. For example, strategy D2 only needs 47.33 s to get the ME results of video “649dd10” while strategy D1 takes 51.09 s. This is because both strategies do not calculate the boundary motion vectors during the initialization stage. Since strategy D2 divides images into more sections, the initialization calculation workload can be largely reduced. Furthermore, the boundary motion vectors that are not initialized can be obtained rapidly in the optimization stage. Therefore, the strategy D2 is a better choice for our approach. Note that all the experimental results are obtained based on strategy D2.

5.2.2. ME results using different parallel strategies

Parallel strategies for GPU threads play an important role in GPU-based ME performance optimization. Since the initialization stage involves a large number of independent computations, proper parallel strategies should be applied to improve ME performance. The following are two parallel strategy alternatives which assign subtasks of different granularities to GPU threads.

Strategy P1: For each pixel, we assign a thread. In other words, each thread computes all the distances (using distance function) between the specified pixel and all the pixels in the corresponding searching window.

Strategy P2: For each pixel, we assign a thread block with 256 threads. In order to calculate the distance function, each thread is responsible for the computation of distance function for one of the pixels within the searching window.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>649dd10</td>
<td>649i720</td>
<td>54ab110</td>
<td>649ib10</td>
<td>6482910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1.init</td>
<td>43.24</td>
<td>41.52</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>40.95</td>
<td>41.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1.den</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1.opt</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>7.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1.total</td>
<td>51.09</td>
<td>49.31</td>
<td>48.82</td>
<td>48.58</td>
<td>49.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2.init</td>
<td>38.89</td>
<td>37.31</td>
<td>37.52</td>
<td>37.74</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2.den</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2.opt</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>8.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2.total</td>
<td>47.33</td>
<td>45.71</td>
<td>45.87</td>
<td>46.20</td>
<td>47.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Performance comparison results of two division strategies.
Table 2 presents the experimental results using the two proposed different parallel strategies. From this table, we can find that the execution times of strategy P2 are much smaller than those of strategy P1. This is mainly because solution P1 uses GPU to accomplish the comparison tasks which consist of many branch instructions. In this case, the GPU performance will be degraded due to branch divergence caused by branch instruction.

5.2.3. Comparison of overall performances

To provide the objective performance of our GPU-based approach, Table 3 shows the total execution times comparison among four ME algorithms. The first two rows of the table show the execution times using two state-of-the-art methods proposed in Refs. 23 and 24, respectively. The third row shows the execution times using the sequential version of our ME approach which is based on CPU. Compared to the works in Refs. 23 and 24, the total execution time of our sequential ME method is quite long, though it can achieve ME results with better accuracy. To reduce the overall ME time of our approach, the fourth row gives the ME execution time results using the parallel version of our ME approach based on GPU. From this table, we can find that our GPU-based approach can reduce the overall ME time. Compared to its sequential counterpart, the GPU-based approach can achieve an improvement of up to 7.06 times.

6. Conclusion

As a hot topic in computer vision, motion estimation for fluid flows has been widely investigated. However, so far there is a lack of approaches that can accurately
estimate fluid image regions with both slight and drastic brightness changes. Furthermore, due to the enormous computation workload in accurate motion estimation, how to reduce the ME time while guaranteeing expected ME accuracy is becoming a major bottleneck in ME research. To address the above issues, this paper presented a three-stage GPU-based method for efficient motion estimation of fluid images. In our approach, the regional brightness of images is modeled using our proposed brightness distribution matrix. By denoising initial motion fields, our approach enables the early identification of inaccurate motion vectors. Based on our proposed energy function, these inaccurate motion vectors can be tuned and optimized to reflect the real fluid motions. Since our approach requires more computation efforts than the existing ME methods, we developed a parallelized version of our approach based on GPU to accelerate the above ME steps. Experimental results show that our GPU-based approach not only can obtain better motion estimation results for complex fluid scenarios than the existing ME methods, but also can be executed efficiently in terms of runtime.
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